CASE STUDY:

Rittal Meets Critical Edge
Needs of Global Pharmaceutical
Research Company
Creating a secure, flexible, portable, and repeatable deployment were
the needs of a global pharmaceutical research company. A self-contained
“Edge In a Box” was the solution.

The Standalone Edge system is installed anywhere in a space not specifically
designed to support IT equipment. That can be a lot of places! On a manufacturing
floor, under a cell tower, next to a subway, etc. Edge computing capabilities are
needed in these locations and many more.
Standalone Edge installations will not be large-scale IT appliance deployments.
Yet, they still require dedicated and local power, climate control, remote monitoring,
fire suppression systems, and more; similar to the infrastructure of the traditional
data center … just on a smaller scale.
The subject of this case study: a global pharmaceutical research company
upgrading workspaces and technology in leased office spaces in multi-tenant office
buildings, in both domestic U.S. and international locations. When the lease runs
out, the company will need to pick up and easily move their IT installation.
Conversely, with unpredictable forces at play (a global pandemic, for instance),
that space may not be as full of employees as it once was, prompting a move to
a smaller space, but a space that will still need to be connected to the rest of
the company.
Unpredictability plays a vital part in the company’s other critical requirement:
security. The nature of their business — new medications/vaccines, regulatory
requirements, 100% data integrity, etc. — demands that the entire IT cabinet
configuration supports IT performance and network resiliency. While at the same
time providing the highest level of physical security, keeping data safe from
potential threats — cyber, physical, and personnel.
While an office building doesn’t sound like it is loaded with potential hazards, most
of the installation sites are located in multi-tenant buildings. People come and go on
every floor, accidentally or on purpose, without stringent security measures in place.

And, although in a locked room, the Edge system is in a
shared space used for other purposes. Unauthorized access
is possible, and an unsecured IT cabinet is an open
invitation for physical breaches and cyberattacks. And just
because there is a door does not mean it is closed.
In addition to being able to relocate the entire system in a
timely manner, another requirement of the deployment is the
ability to quickly add an additional footprint if needed. As

We loaded the IT cabinet
with everything the end user
needed: access control, fire
suppression, climate control,
and monitoring, so they can
see everything and know
they are safe

timelines for pharmaceutical advancements are compressed

said Herb Villa, Senior Solutions Consultant

and consolidated, so also is the need for rapid and scalable

at Rittal.

IT footprints — including IT cabinets — that will satisfy any
additional requirements while maintaining overall

“Plus, all of it is centralized and standardized. Not only the

system consistency.

IT cabinet footprint, but the components going inside of it:
their servers, switches, cable management, and

Lastly, deployments in other countries (this is a global

conductivity scheme,” added Villa.

company) require a variety of IT cabinet dimensions and
power components to match similar systems deployed in

The pharmaceutical research company's global support

domestic sites. Once hardware — rackmount server/

system ensures that one monitoring center ties together all

storage, network communications, cable management,

local systems. Wherever they may be — U.S., Europe, Asia,

related components — is determined, the physical

etc. — they are all on the same page, and all monitoring,

dimensions of the cabinet can be set and all local,

control, and responses are coordinated.

country-specific components are provided.
When determining total cost of ownership for this

• Flexibility/portability/scalability
• Local, country-specific components
• Security against unauthorized access and
environmental threats (water, dust, rodents, etc.)
• Self-contained climate control
• Enclosure-based fire suppression
• Environmental monitoring, electronic access control,
including cameras
• Component installation and management
• Support for low- to medium-cable densities
• Repeatable in locations around the globe, any
IT Facility Manager can upgrade an installation
no matter the location

standalone solution: building a space just for IT equipment.
To construct an IT-dedicated room in this building could
cost hundreds of dollars per square foot. Now, add in the
costs of materials, construction permits, air conditioning
(perhaps tens of thousands of dollars), the energy to run
that AC, and a security system.
Instead of these capital expenditures, an existing room was
used — which shares space with the office copy machine,
refrigerator, and coffee maker — for a complete Edge
Standalone solution that they can take with them in the
future. Peace of mind comes quickly when you consider
that the expenses put into dedicated IT rooms are quickly
gone if the office changes locations.

“Now, at nearly a moment’s notice, the IT team can disconnect the
cables within the IT cabinet, take out the appliances, and (with the help
of a reliable mover), load the installation on a truck, and get it safely to
the next location,” said Villa. “That’s a capability not available to
many IT Facility Managers.”
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Solutions:

deployment, it’s important to consider the alternative to a

